
The anthurium box pouch is the last box pouch you will learn to make, this pattern
is so versatille it can be fit to suit any need, weather its notions and tools, make up,
pencil case for school, art supplies, toiletries, oils and so much more! this pouch can

have up to 4 zipper or slip pockets with an endless amount of possibiltie for little
pockets and sizes to custom fit any item. 

PLEASE SHARE YOUR MAKES WITH US! 

WWW.CHARMEDBYASHLEY.COM

#Charmedbyashley #anthuriumpouch

Charmed By Ashley

The Anthurium Pouch 

A full video tutorial is available at www.youtube.com/charmedbyashley



The Anthurium Pouch

Fabric and Interfacing

- 1/2 - 1 yard - outer fabric
- 1/2 - 1 Yard - lining fabric 
Recommended Fabrics - Quilting Cotton, 
Canvas, wax/duck canvas, waterproof canvas.
Recommended Intefacing

- 1 Yard Medium weight/809/SF101
 fusible interfacing

Tools and Notion

-Two  (or more) Nylon zippers
-Rotary Cutter and Mat
-Marking Tools (chalk or water soluble pen)
-Sewing Machine
- New sharp needles
-Thread to match
- optional snaps  plastic/magnetic

- Recommended Snap closure 
9/16th / 14mm magnetic snaps plastic snaps.  

Main zipper Size
Small - 14”  
    

Side zipper pocket 
If adding more zipper pockets 
Small - 7 1/2”
 

You may sell this product on a small scale
such as an online shop or market spot

Please do not claim this as your own, do
not make copies of this pattern or share
with other people. 

Please credit CharmedbyAshley or
Sewingflamingos when posting on social
media

Please Read

Cutting directional fabric*Pro tip

Interior slip pockets



Cutting your pieces

This photo is all the pieces you will 
need for the bag construction with 
a slip pocket and zipper pocket on
the outside.

A - 2 outer
A - 2 lining

B - 1 outer
B - 1 lining

C - 2 outer
C - 2 lining

D - 2 outer or lining 
 

For additional pockets on the inside
 cut 1 C outer and 1 C lining for 
each additional

Cutting your zippers

Cut or choose a zipper that is 2”
longer then the length of Piece A

Cut or choose a zipper that fits
perfectly for piece C

Add additional zippers for 
how many zipper pockets you 
wish to have.

I double up the length of my D piece
so i can make it and then cut it in 2
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zipper pocket
1 C - outer
1 C - lining



Side Tabs
1” x 1” 

Control 
Square

Cut 2 
or cut on the fold
and cut into 2 once
constructed.

T he Anthurium Pouch
Cut on the fold

Cut 2 - Outer fabric
Cut 2 - Lining fabric

T he Anthurium Pouch

Main zipper Size
Small - 14”  
Medium - 15”
Large - 17”   

Piece A



Optional wrist strap

Small - 4” x 8”
Medium - 4”  x 9”
Large - 4” x 11”

Cut on the fold

Cut on the fold

Cut 2 - Outer fabric
Cut 2 - Lining fabric

**Cut additional lining and outer for pockets
on the inside.

T he Anthurium Pouch

Small - 7 1/2”
Zipper length

Piece C



Cut on the fold

Cut 1 - O
uter fabric

Cut 1 - Lining fabric

T
he A

nthurium Pouch

Piece B


